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On one of those snowy days back in February I made my way 

by train down to Stoke-on-Trent.  Met by a fur-hatted Phil 

Eglin in the heart of the Potteries with Josiah Wedgwood 

standing tall in the Victorian splendour of Windsor Square,  

this proved just an opening salvo, heralding countless 

images, symbols and buildings I was to take in, images which 

make up but a small part of the broad mindscape behind this 

remarkable artists’ work. 

His studio has been specially ‘cleaned’ for my visit but 

here is the cornucopia of plaster moulds, newspapers, 

plastic containers, Virgins, mandolin slicers and piles 

of stuff which by some strange osmosis find their way into 

the heart of everything he creates.  In his home  I looked 

at prints by Eduardo Paolozzi, his tutor from the Royal 

College, and saw how their common practice of deconstruction 

and reconstruction still informs Eglin’s vision. 

This exhibition is his fourth solo show with The Scottish 

Gallery and within it is the full, dynamic range of artistic 

and expressive skill which flows from his rich, eclectic 

and symbolic palette. There is the familiar iconography of 

Madonnas and Christs, Popes, pin-ups, dogs and of course 

football. 

Christina Jansen, Director

June 2009



As a young potter Philip Eglin was pressed into service in the sculpture studio 
of the late Sir Eduardo Paolozzi, modelling and making moulds a practical 
training of some use to an emerging maker, though there is little stylistic 
trace of the Scottish sculptor in Eglin’s work.  From the moment of graduation 
from the Royal College of Art in 1986 Eglin’s focus has been on the female 
form.  Early, high bosomed, loosely modelled earthenware nudes, inspired by 
the sinuous knowingness of Lucas Cranach’s paintings gave way to the blunt 
polychrome Madonna and Child figures which echo the physical qualities of 
the Medieval religious woodcarvings which are their visual inspiration.  As 
Eglin says clay has the potential ‘to mimic the essence of other materials’ 
something which clearly fascinates him in the same way that an artist like 
Gerhard Richter is fascinated by the potential of the painted surface both to 
be and to represent many things.  

As we walk into the studio Eglin remarks that this current show at the 
Scottish Gallery is ‘all about religion’.   A sheet of oxide transfers juxtaposing 
Popes and Prostitutes mostly transfers from drawings by his two son’s Oliver 
and Morgan highlights the ambiguity contained within these words.  As 
John Christian observed (1) Eglin has an ‘eagerness to associate opposites: 
the ancient and the modern; the universal and the private; the sacred and 
the profane’.  The new work makes this duality increasingly apparent.  For 
example, the plastic bottles picked up from the streets around his studio 
become moulds for the bodies of his Christ figures in a new series of 
modelled stoneware Crucifixions.  The compelling transformation of plastic 
bottles into the stretched ribs of Christ in agony as represented by thousands 
of carvers and painters throughout Medieval Europe prompts understanding 
of the particular brilliance of Eglin’s visual alertness and his fascination with 
the transfer of language.  

A new group of seated Madonnas, assembled likewise from moulds of 
household waste, continue Eglin’s exploration of representations of the 
female form.  The new works are being raku fired.  Eglin describes his 
excitement with the qualities of the Raku firing process an excitement 
prompted by a recent workshop with first year students at Stoke University 
where he teaches two days a week.  The workbench on which the Madonnas 
sit is covered with test pieces where he is trying to ensure that the definition 
of the transfer drawings is retained within the softness of the raku glazes:  a 
process which involves fixing the transfers to the raw unglazed surface with 
latex.  

The new work for Edinburgh shows Eglin probing deeper into his image 
making.  His increasingly confident improvisation within the language and 
history of ceramics has created a compelling, unsettling body of work.  It 
is, as Eglin says, a show all about religion but not in a narrowly defined 
sense.  Forms and images make overt reference to religious iconography 
but are transformed through the artist’s probing and reworking in clay into 
contemporary pieces that transcend any fixed context.  Through this shift, or 
transcendence, Eglin’s work asks interesting questions about how things we 
value might look in our contemporary world.  

Amanda Game
Freelance Curator and Consulting Director, IC: wInnovative Craft
June 2009
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Plates

1    Seated Virgin    45 x 17 x 16     2009 Raku

2    Pieta    43 x 23 x 15  2009 Raku

3    Virgin and Child   45 x 15 x 13     2009 Raku

4    Pope and Prostitute dish  diam. 21   2009 Raku

5    Pope and Prostitute dish  diam. 21   2009 Raku

6    Pope and Prostitute dish  diam. 21   2009 Raku

7    Pope and Prostitute dish  diam. 21   2009 Raku

8    Caution, Irritant Madonna  43 x 13 x 13  2009 Raku  

9    Popppadum Madonna    42 x 14 x 14  2007 Bone China

10  Mugs and jugs in workshop  various   2008 various

11  Christ Beckham (detail)  39 x 44 x 7  2009 Porcelain

12  Berbatov dish   diam.18   2009 Raku

13  Christ as the Man of Sorrows    diam.18   2009 Earthenware

14  Adam and Eve dish             diam.18   2009 Raku

15  Adam and Eve dish              diam.18   2009 Earthenware

16 - 21 Dog dishes   diam.13   2009 Raku

22  Poppadum Madonna                46 x 15 x 15   2009 Raku

Philip Eglin was born in Gibraltar in 1959

1979 - 82  Staffordshire Polytechnic 
1983 - 86  Royal College of Art

Collections include: 
British Council
The Victoria & Albert Museum, London
Stedelijk Musuem, Amsterdam
National Museums of Scotland, Edinburgh
Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge
Potteries Museum, Stoke-on-Trent 
Shipley Museum and Art Gallery, Gateshead

He was the winner of the Jerwood Prize for Applied Arts (Ceramics) 1996
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